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A B S T R A C T
In the  theoretical modeling of a  high electron m obility tran sis to r (H E M T ), it is 
inherently  assumed th a t the  variation of quan tum  confinem ent along the channel from  the 
source to  the drain is abou t the sam e and therefore, the tran sp o rt properties are indepen­
dent of position and only dependent on the  electric field along the  channel. In this study, 
the sca tte ring  rates for polar optical phonons (P O P ), acoustic phonons (A P ) through de­
form ation potential and im purity  sca tte ring  are  ob tained  theoretically  based on the Ferm i’s 
golden rule as a  function of position along the  channel for an Alo.3 7 Gao.6 2 A s / G a A s  HEM T. 
It is observed th a t the PO P  m echanism exhibits a  m axim um  variation of 114% in th e  sca t­
tering  ra tes for both in trasubband  and in tersubband  sca tte ring  m echanism s due to  varying 
degrees of quantum  confinement from th e  source to  the drain . T he A P m echanism  shows 
a m axim um  variation of 109% and the sca tte ring  ra te  due to  im purity  scattering  presents 
a m axim um  variation of 133%. If these wide variations in the  sca tte ring  rates are no t ac­
counted for, in the tran sp o rt param eter calculation, it will in troduce an  error in the I-V 
characteristics, irrespective of the type of device m odeling.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 H E M T  description
T he high electron mobility transisto r (H E M T ), a  heterostructu re field effect transisto r, has 
a ttra c ted  considerable a tten tion  am ong device physicists due to  its m any advantages over 
conventional FE Ts such as excellent microwave and m illim eter wave characteristics (i-e.) 
high gain a t high frequencies and also excellent low noise characteristics. Juxtaposing an 
n — A l G a A s  layer and an undoped G a A s  layer, creates a  conduction band edge energy 
level lower than  the energies observed on either the n  — A l G a A s  or the undoped G a A s  
and this allows the conduction electrons of the n  — A lG a A s  to  move to  the undoped G aAs  
side and reside a t the heterojunction interface. HEM Ts derive their superior tran sp o rt 
properties (high mobility and velocity) from the electrons th a t occupy the quantum  well of 
the undoped semiconductor m aterial.
A cross-sectional view of a  conventional HEM T is shown in Figure 1.1. The source 
and drain contacts are ohmic, whereas the gate is a Schottky barrier. In Figure 1.1, a 
wide band gap sem iconductor m aterial doped n- type ( n — A lG a A s)  lies on an undoped
1
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Figure 1.1: A schematic p icture of a conventional HEM T device structure .
narrow band gap m aterial (GaAs) .  A  conduction band edge discontinuity occurs along the 
n — A l G a A s / G a A s  interface. This results in the  electron transfer from the n -  A lG a A s
G a A s  side of the  heterojunction. Because the electrons are confined along one dimension, 
the carriers are referred to  as the two-dimensional electron gas (2-DEG) and the 2-DEG 
is quantified in term s of a sheet carrier density. These 2-DEG electrons traveling in this 
thin region do not encounter ionized donor atom s because they are now resident on the 
undoped G a A s  side. Such 2-DEG electrons in G a A s  side show very high mobility, due 
to  less im purity  scattering and are responsible for fast response times and high frequency 
operation.
The heavily doped, low resistance source and drain wells serve to  make contact 
with the  2-DEG. The highly doped G a A s  present on the surface of the  n — A lG a A s  serves 
to  reduce the ohmic resistance of the source and drain contacts. For low drain to  source 
voltages, a current flows from the drain to  the source through the 2-DEG. In depletion mode
side to  the  G a A s  side and hence a high electron concentration in a narrow region along the
3devices, even in the  absence of an applied gate bias, a drain current flows, proportional to 
the applied drain to  source voltage. T he electron velocity and the current sa tu ra tes with 
increase in the drain  to  source voltage. T he 2-DEG density which determ ines the satu ra ted  
current, is controlled by the  gate bias. By applying a large negative gate bias, the depth 
of the quantum  well a t the interface can be decreased. For depletion m ode devices, this 
reduces the sheet carrier density and hence the  current conduction. For enhancem ent mode 
devices, no current conduction takes place until forward bias is applied.
Normally a  spacer layer, an undoped A l G a A s  layer, placed between the n — A lG a A s  
and the undoped G a A s  helps to  separate the electrons flowing in the 2-DEG from the dopant 
ions in the n — A l G a A s  side as shown in Figure 4.1. W ith o u t such a layer, electrons residing 
in the interface are subjected to  scattering, which reduces the electron mobility. This is 
undesirable, for it defeats the  very purpose of our striving, to  isolate the carriers a t the 
interface, and take advantage of 2-DEG, devoid of im purity  scattering.
1.2 P honons and the scattering potentia l
The vibration of atom s within a  lattice d istort the  periodicity of the crystal structu re  and 
cause small shifts in the energy bands commonly called gratings. Deviations of the bands 
due to  these small shifts from the frozen lattice positions lead to  an additional potential 
which causes the  scattering  of carriers such as electrons and holes. We trea t the so called 
scattering potential or the deform ation potential for specific cases (the term  scattering 
potential is a  general descriptor for deform ation potential due to  different mechanisms) by 
tim e dependent first order perturbation  theory to  evaluate the ra te  a t which electrons are 
scattered out of an initial s ta te  k  in to  another final s ta te  k' by either absorbing or em itting
4a phonon of wave vector q.
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Figure 1.2: (a)Dispersion relation for la ttice  waves propagating along a  high sym m etry 
direction in sem iconductors, (b)simplified dispersion relations
Because of therm al energy, the atom s within a crystal are constantly  under oscilla­
tion abou t their equilibrium position. These oscillations are called lattice waves and have 
properties very similar to  those of the  Bloch waves. The frequency u> versus wave vector j3 
dispersion plot for the six types of elastic waves th a t exist (three acoustic modes and three 
optical modes and out of each of these three, one is longitudinal (LA) and two are tran s­
verse (TA )) has been shown in Figure 1.2. Acoustic modes are like sound waves because the 
adjacent atom s are displaced in the sam e direction (only the am ount of displacement varies 
from atom  to  atom ). Optical modes displace adjacent atom s out of phase. The term  “op­
Acoustic
tical” comes in the observable context of lattice vibrations in teracting  strongly with visible 
light. Atoms give rise to  long-range macroscopic electric fields in addition to  deform ation 
potentials and the interaction of the electron with these fields produces additional com po­
nents of scattering. Polar optical phonon scattering is indeed the dom inant mechanism of 
scattering  in pure III-VI and II-VI com pounds. The m ajor scattering  mechanism in polar 
m aterials a t room tem peratu re  is longitudinal optical scattering.
In reality however, the  2-DEG electrons in our H EM T stru c tu re  are susceptible 
to  polar optical phonons (P O P ) and acoustic phonons (A P), and to  a  limited ex ten t, the 
ionized im purity scattering  in th e  AlGaAs .
1.3 O verview o f  th e  thesis
The theoretical modeling of HEM Ts fall into three categories: charge control models [13, 
20], M onte Carlo approach [28, 1], and self consistent num erical solution to  BTE-Poisson 
equations [15]. Some of these approaches require the knowledge of tran sp o rt properties such 
as mobilities, diffusion coefficients, dissipation factor, collision, m om entum  relaxation and 
energy relaxation times. M any of these param eters are usually obtained from a com bination 
of scattering ra te  calculations including the dom inant scattering  processes [18] and a M onte 
Carlo procedure [28, 1]. In the p ast, theoretical models inherently neglected the  variation of 
the tran sp o rt properties along the channel [28, 1, 15]. However, there are studies reported 
in the literature [2, 10, 12, 5] which unambiguously indicate th a t the  scattering ra te  for 
PO P  depends on the effective well w idth. B ut, the theoretical works presented in [2, 10] 
assum e an infinite rectangular po ten tial well for their analysis. T he purpose of this work is 
to  analyze the variation of tran sp o rt properties using HEM T conduction band edge profiles,
6E c, a t various channel locations. These variations in E c profiles are a result of asym m etric 
gate  to  channel potential from the source to  the  drain.
The scattering  ra tes for polar optical phonons (P O P ) and acoustic phonons via 
deform ation potential (A P ) and im purity scattering  have been studied as a  function of 
position along the channel for a Alo.3 7 Gao.Q3 A s / G a A s  H EM T. The Poisson solver employed 
to  obtain the  one-dimensional (1-D) conduction band profiles a t different points along the 
channel from the source to  the  drain is discussed. T he energy Eigen values and their 
respective wave functions are obtained for each conduction band profiles by solving the 
tim e independent Schrodinger’s equation by the Numerov m ethod [3]. The two-dimensional 
(2-D) scattering  rates for P O P  and A P (via deform ation potential) are obtained based on 
the Ferm i’s golden rule.
A brief lite ra tu re  survey of H EM T and its modeling is presented in C hap ter 2. The 
theoretical form ulation of scattering  rates based on the  Ferm i’s golden rule is presented in 
C hap ter 3. The com putational procedure for obtain ing E c profiles (from gate to  substra te) 
for various locations along the  channel is discussed in C hap ter 4. Results of various in­
trasubband  and in tersubband scattering m echanisms for three channel locations are also 
presented and discussed in C hap ter 4. T he thesis is concluded in C hapter 5.
Chapter 2
LITERATURE SURVEY
T he H EM T, otherw ise referred to  as the Two-dimensional Elecron Gas Field Effect T ran­
sistor (T E G F E T ), H eterostructure F E T  (H F E T ), Selectively Doped H eterostructure T ran­
sistor (SD H T) or M odulation Doped F E T  (M O D F E T ),a t millimetric frequencies, provides 
a  lower noise figure (in dB) than  gain (also expressed in dB) and hence, is very well suited 
for millim eter wave integration. At lower frequencies, for example in the X and J bands, the 
HEM T currently  finds application mainly as a  discrete device in low noise hybrid amplifiers.
A lthough HEM Ts a ttrac ted  a lot of a tten tion  in the 1980s for com puter applications, 
because of the  high expense involved in its m anufacture and because such devices were only 
a factor of 3 faster th an  the transistors m ade using Si technology (the  leading com puter 
m anufacturers in the  m arket, realized th a t such high speeds of operation can be achieved 
using RISC technology or parallel com puters), the interest in these devices has waned down 
perceptibly. The focus is now on heterostructure optoelectronic and integrated  optical de­
vices for telecomm unications. Thus for the fabrication of microwave and millimeter wave 
HEM Ts, a conventional HEM T (with a doped A l G a A s , an undoped spacer and the active
8GaAs  layer) utilizes an additional th in  layer of undoped In G a A s .  Such strained layer or 
pseudomorphic I n G a A s  HEM Ts dem onstrate  state-of-the-art m illimeter-wave power per­
formance with commendable power amplification a t u ltra  high frequencies.
In literatu re , there are a  num ber of analytical and numerical models th a t a ttem p t to 
explain the operation of HEM Ts. In some of the early linear charge control models [4, 13], 
a  constant correction distance of the  2-DEG layer from the heterointerface is assumed. In 
more recent models, however, this distance which represents the quantum  well width has 
been taken into consideration. W ang and Hess [25] reasoned th a t while the drift-diffusion 
model m ay be favorable for describing the overall features of the  HEM T, Boltzmann tran s­
po rt equation is necessary to  char acterize the nonstationary  phenom ena th a t could be ob­
served close to  the drain, due to  high electric fields. They analyzed the  electron velocity 
d istribution, hot electron effects, nonstationary  effects and real space transfer (transfer of 
electrons over the interface barrier and into the  doped A l G a A s  layer) a t high electric fields in 
the  conducting channel of an idealized HEM T structu re  by using a  m any-particle ensemble 
3-D M onte Carlo m ethod and a  self-consistent 2-D solution of the Poisson’s equation.
Tomizawa et al [24] analyzed 2-DEG behavior in an A l G a A s / G a A s  heterostructure 
F E T  using M onte Carlo m ethod. They assum ed th a t in the channel region, the electrons 
are subjected to  a  2-D scattering process and hence introduced 2-D scattering  rates for the 
induced electron gas at the heterointerface.
P ark  e t al [16] provided the  first precise comparison between theoretical analysis and 
experim ent of the perform ance of a 0.35-^m  pseudo-morphic Alo.1 5 Gaa.8 5 A s / I n 0 .\5 Gao,S5As  
HEM T. Their calculations which took into account the real space transfer, full details of 
the 2-DEG, velocity overshoot, ballistic tran sp o rt, and the effects of the 2-D electric field
9profile, were m ade using an ensemble M onte Carlo technique. They observed th a t  near the 
source, the 2-D system  dom inated the  tran sp o rt physics whereas near the pinch-off point, 
real space transfer m anifested itself. They also determ ined th a t  the pseudom orphic H EM T 
provided high speeds because of the high electron confinement within the 2-D system  near 
the  source as well as the high electron mobility and confinement within the gam m a valley 
in the  bulk In G a A s .
Yokoyama and Hess [28] studied the electronic tran sp o rt in A l i - xGax A s / G a A s  
single-well structures. T he electronic sta tes of the quantum  well were calculated self- 
consistently taking the five lowest subbands into account and the  numerically obtained 
wave functions and Eigen values were used to  obtain the polar optical phonon and acoustic 
phonon 2-D scattering rates.
Price [17], Walukiewicz et al [26], have employed a  two subband triangular well 
approxim ation for the quantum  well. Walukiewicz et al provided a model for electron 
m obility in such a 2-DEG confined in a  triangular well where, all m ajor scattering  processes 
such as polar optical, acoutic phonon through deform ation potential, piezoelectric, ionized 
im purity  and alloy disorder (for an I n Q^ sGaoA~As  based heterostructu re) were included, as 
well as in trasubband and in tersubband scattering. Their research showed th a t m aximum 
channel conductivity was achieved for heterostructrues with very large spacer w idths.
Tomizawa et al [23] presented a  M onte Carlo m ethod for a heterostructu re MIS-like 
F E T  as well as for a subm icrom eter gate  A l G a A s / G a A s  heterostructu re MIS-like F E T ’s 
with various gate lengths and thicknesses of the A lG a A s  undoped layer. Their model em ­
ployed wave functions for the first th ree subbands for determ ining the electron tran sp o rt. 
It was observed th a t the electric potential in the channel of the MIS-like F E T  substan ­
10
tially affected the poten tial of the gate, and showed a nonuniform high electric field to  be 
present in the subm icrom eter channel (resulting in nonstationary  and hot-electron tran s­
po rt). Yokoyama and Hess [28] used the first five lowest subbands to  evaluate transport 
properties.
Shey et al [20] provided a simple charge control model of the 2-DEG, taking into 
account the effective d istance of the 2-DEG from the heterointerface. They derived a  simple 
yet accurate expression for Fermi energy, derived from a  triangular potential well approx­
im ation and their work showed the inaccuracy of previous linear charge control models, 
wherein the  variation of the Fermi potential w ith the gate  bias had been neglected.
T he second type of modeling involves using 2-D numerical models in which the 
Boltzm ann tran sp o rt and Poisson equations are solved numerically. W idiger et al, [27] by 
assuming th a t  the electric field in the quantum  well is a  constant and th a t the electrons 
reside right a t the heterojunction, have a ttem p ted  to  use the hydro-dynamic-like tran sp o rt 
equations, which include the two higher m om ents of the  B oltzm ann equation. Their model 
included both  the hot-electron effects and conduction outside the quantum  subband system 
and they showed th a t the hot-electron effects are of considerable im portance for the HEM T 
operation. They found th a t a t the pinchoff point, velocity overshoot, high electron energies 
and real space transfer are significant and th a t these effects are less pronounced a t the 
source.
Several self-consistent models have also been proposed. Yokoyama and Hess [28] 
and Stern and Das Sharm a [21] have calculated the electron states in the quan tum  well by 
trying to  solve the Schrodinger’s and Poisson’s equations consistently.
Ng et al [15] have extended W idiger’s work to  include the spatial spreading of the
electron concentration of the 2-DEG in the quantum  well norm al to  the heterojunction by 
means of a self-consistent trea tm ent of Schrodinger’s and Poisson’s equations. Their model 
is capable of predicting the Eigen functions and Eigen values of the higher subbands.
Chapter 3
SCATTERING THEORY
3.1 Introduction
T he Schrodinger’s equation, which is the basis of quantum  physics and which is useful for 
studying the dynamics of elem entary particles such as electrons, is given by [14]:
t) h 2
ih-— ^  = - — V 2 V ( r , t )  + {V(r) + U c ( r ) + U s ( r , t ) ] V ( r , t )  (3.1)
where V(r )  is the potential energy applied to  or built in the device under consideration, 
Uc(r)  is the crystal potential energy (due to  electrostatic potential experienced, by the 
carriers due to  the presence of atom s), Us(r , t )  is the scattering potential energy because 
of the presence of ionized im purities or lattice vibrations which give rise to  polar optical 
phonon and acoustic phonon scattering m echanisms, h is the P lanck’s constant divided by 
2 n,  m o is the electron’s rest m ass. $  is the wave function, a  param eter invented to  describe 
the wave natu re  of electrons (or any particle under consideration). $  is a complex quantity  
with some m agnitude and phase factor. $ $ * d r  is the probability of finding the electron in
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the infinitesimally small interval dr  between r  and r + d r ,  where \P* is the  complex conjugate 
of Thus, if we introduce an electron in a  device, there m ust be a finite probability of 
locating th a t electron within th a t device. This idea is explained by M ax B orn’s equation 
th a t f+~  m mdr  =  1.J  — OO
T he crystal potential energy UcXr ) can be “absorbed” into the m ass and an effective 
mass, instead of the  rest mass can be used. T hus the  new wave equation can be w ritten as
[H0 +  Us (r, t ) )^(r , t )  =  i h ^ ^ l  (3.2)
where Ho is the  Hamiltonian operator, an operato r for the problem w ithout a scattering 
potential. In o ther words, Ho is the  operato r for the  “unpertu rbed” problem , an Eigen 
value problem .
This Eigen value problem can be described by the equation =  E(k)^>j  where
E (k )  refers to  the  Eigen values. T he solution to  th is problem  is obtained by th e  m ethod of 
separation of variables and we can easily show th a t the  wave function solution would be of 
the form:
*£(*,<) =  % ( 2 ) e - ^  (3.3)
For the problem  which we need to  solve including the scattering potential Us{z , t ) ,  
the solution does not look very different from the  solution for the  perturbed  case. Expressing 
the solution for the case including the scattering  poten tial, as a linear com bination of the 
solution for th e  unperturbed  case, we get
14
« (* ,* ) =  =  (3-4)
k k
3.2 D efin ition o f scattering  rate
Let an electron wave packet centered a t k = ko (or average m om entum  of hko be scattered
to  a  final s ta te  with an average wave vector centered a t k -  k '0  (or average m om entum  of
hk'Q, by a  scattering potential Us(z , t ) -  A t t — 0, Cj^(t  =  0) =  1 and C-^{t — 0) =  0 for all 
k not equal to  ko. The probability of finding the  electron with wave vector k '0  is
P ( k = ¥ 0) =  lim \C~r{t)\2 (3.5)
t —►OO K q
The above equation was obtained  as follows: We remem ber from equation (3.4) th a t 
is of the form, some m agnitude times some phase (described by e ^ ~  )• To find 
the probability, we use B orn’s equation which basically am ounts to  integrating Cjtyj: and 
its conjugate over z,  yielding th e  above expression.
T he transition  ra te  from k0  to  k ’Q is then given by
_ _ \c7 {t)\2
S ( k 0 ,k'0) =  lim — 2------- (3.6)f—*oo t
This is the definition of scattering  ra te  due to  a scattering potential U s(z , t ) .
To find the linear constan ts C^, we substitu te  equation (3.4) into equation (3.2) to
get
■ ^  < E (  A.) I .  ,  ^  6  ,  t E(  k  )l
u s ( z , t ) Y , c k(t)x*ke~ h = i h Y , - Q f ^ k e~ h
k k
(3.7)
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because
H 0 * ( z , t )  =
k
= E * ( s , t )
•« * >
M ultiplying both  sides of equation (3.7) with a , we get
^  , [ E ( * ) - E ( *  ) ]» Q C -  , [ E ( k ) - E ( k ' n ))t
Us ( z , t ) 5 2 CT M V 7 r e ~ '  =  i h H  <3-8)_ «0 Ol K0
In tegrating w ith respect to  we get,
^ - V  _  .[£(*' )-£(*)]!
K - g r - T . n i f r W y - ^ r —  (3.9)
where
/ + o o ^ z ) U s { z , t ) ^ z ) d z  (3.10)■CO k 0
is called the m atrix  element of the scattering potential between states k  and k'Q. If we 
assum e th a t the scattering  is weak, we take into consideration only the — 1 term  for all 
time and th a t all o ther C j s  are small. This Born approxim ation makes us w rite equation 
(3.9) as:
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which can be integrated  to  find
“  ih Jo H k'0-0'
. [ E j k n ) - E ( k 0  ) ) t
d t  +  C ~ t ( 0 )  
fc0
(3.12)
Because the final s ta te  k '0  was em pty at t =  0, C p-(0)=0. It can be seen from equation 
(3.12), th a t the m atrix  element does not have tim e dependency. A tim e dependent m atrix  
element would be of the form:
H JTr (t) = l w ) e ^ 1 k0ko k0ko (3.13)
T he ‘a ’ and ‘e ’ refer to  absorption and emission of a  phonon. Using equation (3.13) in 
equation (3.10), we get
Ctt =
o t k  k0ko
i [ E ( k n ) - E t , k 0 ) ^ ) t
i[E(k'n) - E ( k 0)^hu
-  1 (3.14)
Let =  [£ (^A:q) — E (k o ) hui]/h. Then, the  above equation can be w ritten as
C-r  =
s i n (  y - )
nt
2
(3.15)
Using the above equation (3.15) and equation (3.6) we can find out the scattering 
ra te  to  be
S(ko,k'0) =  lim
k'0 k0' 
t—°° th 2 Hi2
r (3.16)
For very large values of t, the  sine function is very sharply peaked near the origin and looks 
like a delta  function. T he streng th  of the delta  function found from the area under the
17
curve is
(3.17)
Substitu ting  equation (3.17) in equation (3.16) gives
The delta  function in the  above equation actually  stands for the conservation of energy and
E ( k '0) =  E(ko) — hu>, an energy of hu> has been em itted . Thus the  ‘a ’ and ‘e ’ stand  for the
rule’. Thus to  apply the golden rule to  a  scattering  problem, the scattering  potential must 
first be quantified so th a t the m atrix  element can be evaluated, and this can be used to 
determ ine the  scattering  rate.
3.3 Scattering by polar optical phonons
The scattering potential due to  P O P  can be shown to  be:
applies when the scattering is weak (so th a t tim e can approach infinity). W hen E(k'0) =
E ( k 0) +  h u ,  an energy of hu>, representing phonon energy, has been absorbed. When
absorption and emission processes. The above equation is referred to  as the ‘Ferm i’s golden
(3.19)
where, q’ is the effective charge on the dipole, (3 is the wave vector of the phonon, Vu is 
the volume of the  unit cell under consideration to  describe the PO P  mechanism, u is the 
displacement, the  separation of two equal and opposite charges, e0 is the perm ittiv ity  of
18
free space.
If k 0  is the low frequency dielectric constant and k <*, is the high frequency dielectric 
constan t, then the strength  of the  polar interaction by low and high frequency dielectric 
constants can be m easured and can be shown to  be:
(3.20)
r  XI K o  K OQ
At low frequencies, the dielectric constant includes a contribution due to the dipole
between atom s but a t high frequencies, this dipole cannot respond to  the  signal and hence
«oo is less th an  k0. T he factor — 1] is a  m easure of the strength  of the  dipole. In the
equation (3.20), p is the  density and Uq is the frequency of the P O P  in radians.
Now th a t U p o p ( z , t ) is known, one can use equation (3.10) to  find H~rT for PO P,hQk
using ’^ ( • s )  and 'S!’Z-r {z) which are the wave function and its conjugate, obtained as a solution 
*0
to  Schrodinger’s equation with U p o p ( z , t ) .
For the 3-D case, if N(Q) is the num ber of phonons, \H~t - \ 2 or equivalently \ H —_ \
k f t k  p  p
is given by:
' " 7 /  =  d S f e ' S  -  ‘ x * « > + 5  *  5 )<(p' - ~ ^ h m  ,3 -211
Using Equation (3.21), the  3-D scattering ra te  given by the  Ferm i’s golden rule is:
S ( p , p )  = “  !)(■N( Q)  + \  T \ W - P T  m W  - E ?  huo)  (3.22)
where 0  is the volume over which an£I S ( p , p )  are evaluated. It is noted th a t  the
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scattering ra te , essentially represents the scattering  ra te  per unit volume.
3.3.1 From  3-D to  2-D
The 3-D m atrix  elem ent using the plane wave solution (exponentials) and the  PO P sca t­
tering is given as [28]:
H 3D- _  =  /  /  / ( e - ik*xe - ik»ye - ik' z ) U p o p ( z , t ) ( e +ik*xe+ik'’ye+ik’ z )dxdydz  (3.23)
(k'0 .k0 ) J x J y J z
where k0  =  ikx + j k y + k k z is th e  initial wave vector before scattering and k'Q = ik'x +jk'y + kk', 
is the final wave vector after scattering.
But for the 2-D case, as observed in a H EM T, one dimension for the carrier is 
confined. For the  confined case, (say a  rectangular well of w idth a, w ith either sides a t 
infinite potential, the wave function solution along the confined direction is of the form 
A s i n ( s^ ) ,  where A  is a  constant.
Hence for the general 2-D case, the m atrix  element can be shown to  be obtained 
from the relation:
H 2D- _  = f  [  [ ( F Tn( z ) e - < x e - ik'yy)Upop(z, t ) (Fn(z )e+ik^ e +ik^ ) d x d y d z  (3.24) 
(fc.K) J x J y J z
where Fm (z)  and Fn ( z ) replace A s i n in the general case of arb itra ry  potential variation.
If ko and k '0  are the initial and final wave vectors for the electron and if Q =  
±(A’o -  k'0) w ith Q =  |Q | and q are the phonon wave-vector com ponents parallel and
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perpendicular to  the layer interfaces, respectively, the scattering  ra te  for the 2-D case for 
PO P, can then be shown to  be:
■•p o p  _  *7 
’mn ~  Sttco
_L _ 1
L^OO
( N ( Q ) +  i  ± l- ) J  H ^ Q ) S(E(k'0) -  E ( k 0) ±  h u 0 )dk '0  (3.25)
with
N{Q) = exp
Tiujq
k BT \
-  1 (3.26)
where and es are the optical and sta tic  dielectric constants, respectively, N ( Q )  represents 
the  num ber of phonons, hu>0 is the  polar optical phonon energy and T  is the tem perature 
in °K. H mn{Q) represents the m ultisubband coupling coefficients and is given by [28]:
Hm n(Q )  ”  J* J  dz2Fmn(z\ ')F-mn[z2 ^ exp{ Q \z\ z2\) (3 .2 /)
w ith Q — |Q |. In equation (4.9), Fmn(z)  =  Fm (z )Fn(z)  where Fm {z)  is the  wave function 
of the m th subband.
3.4 Scattering by acoustic phonons
The interaction potential for acoustic phonons (A P ) is given by [1]:
L!A p ( z , t )  = D a
du
dz
(3.28)
where, u is the displacem ent, D a is the  deform ation potential due to  AP and can be found 
from experim ents.
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Using a similar procedure outlined for P O P  in section 3.3, one can find the m atrix  
element for AP and use this m atrix  element to  evaluate the scattering  ra te  for the 2-D case.
AP mechanism is elastic due to  the phonons’ low energy. In o ther words, acoustic 
phonons do not sca tte r electrons from one subband to  another, but scatters them  within the 
subbands. This is because, the acoustic phonons do not im part much energy or m om entum  
to the  electrons which they sca tte r, to  change the electrons’ final energy and m om entum  
considerably. If the energy of the incident electrons is high, these phonons merely help to 
deflect them . At low energies, this scattering  mechanism becomes significant.
The in trasubband scattering  ra te  for AP (via deform ation potential) for th e  m th 
subband for an electron with initial wave vector, A’o, is given by [1]
= 4l^ S, J F™{z)dZ I d2QQ ± ^  8(E{¥o) ~ E{Vo) ± hSlQ) (3'29)
where D  is the deform ation poten tial, p  is th e  density of the  G a A s , Si is the longitudinal 
sound velocity in G a A s  and e(Q) is the screening function as defined in [1]. T he m aterial 
constan ts are listed in Table II and the tem peratu re  is assum ed as 300°K.
3.5 Im purity scattering
If an im purity atom  were to  be present in the s tructu re  either, in the active layer G a A s  
or in th e  AlGaAs ,  it exerts an influence on the  charges in the  accum ulation layer, which 
red istribu te themselves depending upon the  potential energy of the im purity atom . The 
carrier concentration in the accum ulation layer would increase if the potential energy of 
the  im purity  is lowered and carrier concentration would decrease if the potential energy is
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increased, thus screening (reducing) the charge of the im purity or the Coulomb center. Stern 
et al [22] have derived an expression for the scattering  potential due to  im purities. Yokoyama 
and Hess [28] have devised a m ethod of finding the scattering ra te  due to  im purities using 
the approach of Stern et al [22].
If $ ( 7-, 2 ) is the  scattering  potential due to  im purities, then ,
Y 2<f>(r,2 ) - 2  X > < 7,( 2 ) f  § { r , z)gi{z\ )dz\ = — 6 (r ) 6 (z  -  z0) (3.30)
where s i =  2 r f e i S c with
Edi =  kB T 1 +  exp[—
E f  -  Ej  
k BT
In \  , r E f  ~  E{
k g T
(3.31)
In the above equation, S{ is the screening constan t, gi(z)  is the electron density function 
given by Ff {z ) .  Edi  Is the  diffusion energy, E f  is the  Fermi level and £)• is the energy level 
for the ith subband. N , is the 2-D carrier density given by the expression:
m mk BT
Ni =  - 2— In
irh
, E f  -  F ; ' 
6XP*• kBT  '
(3.32)
In equation (3.30), the term  2 JD,- Sigi(z) f  $ ( r ,  z)gi (z\ )dz\  represents the charges 
th a t are induced because of the presence of im purity  atom s. The term  011 the right hand 
side of th a t equation gives the charge density due to  ionized im purities. Screening of the 
im purity potential through the presence of the 2-DEG is taken into account with the second 
term  on the left hand side which involves Si  and gi[z).
By solving equation (3.30) for $ ,  one can find the m atrix  element and the scattering
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ra te  due to  im purity  scattering, by following a procedure similar to  w hat had been discussed 
for PO P  in Section 3.3. It can be shown th a t the scattering ra te  due to  im purity scattering 
is given by the expression:
S L Y i h )  = 2 h i ! \ M ^ n { Q ) \ 2 K E ( V 0) -  E(To))dV 0  (3.33)
where
|M mn(Q )|2 =  J  M^nn{zo)NI (z0)dzQ (3.34)
with
M mn(zo) -  J  e $ ( Q , z ) F m{z)Fn(z )d z  (3.35)
In equations (3.33) to  (3.35), Q = 2kocosO, where k 0 is the  absolute value of k0  and 6  is 
the angle between Q (with Q  =  ±(/io — k'0)) and ko- N / ( z 0 ) is the im purity concentration
c l t  Z  —  Z q  .
In the  absence of the undoped A l G a A s  spacer layer, im purity  scattering  is a m ajor 
scattering  process in the bulk m aterial, bu t since a spacer is assum ed in the HEM T structure ,
of this study, the scattering rates are very small. Because m ost of the electrons are in the
first subband and because the scattering ra tes are small, only the in trasubband transitions 
due to  ionized im purity  scattering  need to  be considered [28]. Hence the scattering ra te  for 
in trasubband transitions due to  ionized im purity  scattering , from equation (3.33) is given 
by: [28]
S l Z P =  ^ 3  [  \Mmm(Q)\2de (3.36)
Chapter 4
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1 Procedure for obtain ing 1-D E c profile cu t-section  along  
th e channel
T he m aterial param eters for our H EM T device s tru c tu re  are presented in Table 4.1. A 
schem atic picture of the device is shown in Figure 4.1.
Since, the analysis of this work requires th a t  the device be in the ohmic region 
the applied voltages Vgs and V o s  are chosen, such th a t the  device is operating in the 
ohmic region. From the realistic o u tp u t characteristics of a H EM T, which had geometric 
param eters close to  the one employed for this study, an operating  point ( V g s , V d s ,  I d )  
was chosen in the ohmic region. T he source to  drain voltage, Vjos, and the  gate to  source 
voltage, V g s > were found to  be 0.6 V and 0.6 V (gate is a t a higher potential than the 
source), respectively. As in a field effect transisto r operating  in the ohmic region, the 
potential difference between the gate  and various points along the channel (G a A s / A l G a A s  
interface) varies from V g s  a t the  source to  ( V g s  ~  V d s )  the drain. It is noted th a t the
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Source
+n
GaAs
N d = 5 x 1 0 17 3;Na = 1 x 1o V cc
n d= 0  ;N a = 1 x 1 0 / cc
GaAs(epilayer)
15,N d = 0  ; N = 1 x 1 0  /cc
40mn
 Al Ga As (Doped)
0.37 0.67 '  f  '
—  Al Ga As (Spacer)
lOnm 0.37 0.67 '  F  ’
f!+
GaAs
lOOOnm
GaAs (Undoped)
Figure 4.1: A schem atic picture of the H EM T device structure.
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M ater ia l Dopant D e n s i t y T h ic kn es s
(c m 3) (n m )
Ga As N d  =  0.0; J V ^ l x  1015 1000
A lo .z -G a o ^A s N d  = 0.0; N a =  1 x 1014 10
Alo.37GaQ'63As N d  =  5.0 x 1017; N A = 1 x 1014 40
Table 4.1: M aterial param eters for the device stru c tu re  shown in Figure 4.1.
gradual channel approxim ation holds because the device is in the ohmic region. In o ther 
words, the 2-D Poisson’s equation can be decoupled into two 1-D Poisson’s equations. It 
is also im portan t to  note th a t the purpose of the  analysis here does not require knowledge 
of the type of variation of V g c  along the  channel as a complete device modeling is not 
a ttem p ted  and the only goal of this work is to  find out if the tran sp o rt properties vary 
along the channel. Thus, the gate to  channel voltage V g c  can vary in the range from 0.6 V 
a t the  source to  0.0 V a t the drain. For our purpose, three points along the channel from 
the source to  the drain , have been taken into consideration: the point closest to  the source 
characterized by V g c  — +0.6  V, a  point near the drain characterized by V g c  = +0.0  V 
and a  point midway between these two, characterized by Vgc  — +0.3 V. T he length of the 
channel is 1.5 gm .
A one-dimensional Poisson solver (FISH1D 2.2) [7] was employed to  obtain  the 
one-dimensional gate to  channel conduction band edge profile for three locations along the 
channel. The conduction band edge profiles are shown in Figure 4.2. The well width and 
depth are observed to  be dependent on the channel location with a deeper and narrower 
well a t the source end and a shallower and broader well a t the drain end. This is indicative 
of 2-DEG a t the source which becomes less confined along the channel tow ards the drain.
The conduction band edge profiles are used in the tim e independent Schrodinger
equation and the energy Eigen values and the  corresponding wave functions are obtained 
using the Numerov m ethod [3]. In this study, the energy Eigen values and wave functions 
are obtained for the first five subbands for th ree channel locations. T he energy Eigen values 
a t the source and the drain are shown in Figure 4.3 and 4.4. It can be observed th a t the 
first Eigen value occurs a t a  value of -4.71 eV a t the source end whereas it occurs at -4.64 
eV a t the drain end. A sim ilar com parison of o ther Eigen values occurring a t the source and 
the drain end as well a t the in term ediate channel location clearly indicate th a t the values 
are not the sam e because of the variation in quantum  confinement from the source to  the 
drain.
T he subband energies and wave functions are observed to  vary from the  source end 
to  the drain end due to  varying quantum  confinement. T he energy Eigen value difference 
between the m th and n th subbands, which is an im portan t p aram eter in deciding the allowed 
absorption mechanisms for the PO P  scattering  shows considerable variation from the source 
to  the  drain with lower values a t the  drain. It is noted th a t the wave function a t the source 
end is sharper and narrow er com pared to  th a t a t the drain end.
T he normalized wave functions for the first two subbands a t the source and a t the 
drain end are shown in Figures 4.5 through Figure 4.8.
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Figure 4.2: 1-D E c  profiles for various channel position corresponding to  various V g c’s.
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Figure 4.5: P lot of normalized wave function (first subband) versus position for the source 
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4.2 P O P  scattering m echanism
In this section, the PO P  scattering rates are obtained as a function of the  incident elec­
tron energy and the channel location for various in tersubband and in trasubband scattering 
mechanisms. PO P  scattering  is one of the dom inant scattering  mechanisms in GaAs  a t high
M aterial C onstant Symbol Value
Effective mass m* 0.065 m 0^
Optical dielectric constant ^O O 10.92 €0* *
Static dielectric constant 12.90 e0 * *
Polar optical phonon energy huj0 0.0354 eV.
Velocity of sound in G a A s Si 5.24 x 105 cm /sec.
D eform ation poten tial of Ga As D 13.5 eV
Density of G aA s P 5.36 gm / c m 3
Table 4.2: M aterial constants for the P O P  and A P scattering  calculations.
tem peratures such as 300°K. It can influence the  room  tem peratu re  tran sp o rt properties 
and hence the perform ance of G a A s / A l G a A s  H EM Ts [18, 3]. If k 0  and k '0  are the initial 
and final wave vectors for the electron, the  2-D scattering  ra te  for the  P O P  m echanism can 
be obtained using the  Ferm i’s golden rule as discussed in the Section 3.3.1, using equation 
(3.25) [28, 2, 18].
The physical and m aterial constants employed for the device are listed in Table 4.2. 
Using equation (3.25), the PO P  scattering  rates are found for various possible in trasubband 
and intersubband scattering mechanisms for the th ree channel locations. T he scattering 
ra tes  for various in trasubband and in tersubband scattering  mechanisms for P O P  absorption 
and emission for various channel locations are shown in Figures 4.9 through 4.39.
4 .2 .1  Q u a lita tive  observations
In general the trend expected as in [28, 1] is obtained. As the incident energy increases, 
the  scattering ra te  decreases. Note th a t a t the drain end the electrons are less confined and 
hence the behavior is closer to  3-D electrons. Additionally as the incident energy increases, 
the scattering rates for various locations along the channel converge to  the sam e value. This 
is due to  the fact th a t  the electron with high energy com pared to  the potential well resembles
36
S cattering from m th 
subband to  n th subband
M axim um  difference in % 
between the source and the drain 
a t sam e incident energy
1 — - 1 13
1 — • 2 21
2 — , 1 28
2 — r 2 12
3 — ► 1 16
3 — - 2 4
3 — *■ 3 8
3 — ► 5 91
4 — >4 107
5 — ► 1 31
5 —  2 55
5 — ► 3 86
5 — >5 23
Table 4.3: M axim um  difference between the source and the  drain in the scattering  ra te  for 
various PO P  intersubband and in trasubband  absorption m echanisms.
a  classical, unconfined electron. T he m axim um  difference in scattering  ra te  predom inantly 
occurs a t low energies for all mechanisms with the exception of a  few. The intersubband 
emission mechanisms show a  distinctive energy shift between the source and the  drain as 
seen in Figures 4.22 to  4.39. This shift is due to  change in Ei  subband values and hence 
A E{j = Ei  — E j  value for the source and the  drain due to  varying quantum  confinement. At 
the drain , Ei's  are closer and hence A T 'ij’s are small and therefore, in tersubband emission 
mechanism begins a t  lower incident energy of electrons.
T he m axim um  difference in scattering  ra tes is com puted between the source and the 
drain a t the sam e energy for various P O P  absorption mechanisms and is reported in Table
4.3.
An analysis of the d a ta  shown in Figures 4.9 through 4.21 shows th a t there exists 
a maxim um  difference of 107% in the scattering  ra te  for PO P  absorption between the
37
Scattering from m th 
subband to  n ih subband
M aximum difference in % 
between the source and the  drain at 
the sam e incident energy
1 — • 1 51
1 — >■ 2 21
1 — >■ 3 10
1 ----  5 27
2 ----r 2 6
2 — -5 49
3 — ► 1 51
3 — • 3 5
3 — >5 88
4 — • 2 110
4 — *■ 4 51
5 — > 1 42
5 — ► 2 114
5 — >5 14
Table 4.4: M aximum difference between the source and the  drain in the scattering  ra te  for 
various P O P  in tersubband and in trasubband  emission mechanisms.
source and the drain, for the in trasubband  scattering mechanism 4 — ► 4 and the smallest 
m axim um  difference of 4%, for in tersubband scattering 3 — ► 2.
T he maximum difference in scattering  ra te  for emission mechanism between the 
source and the drain is com puted from Figures 4.22 through 4.39 and is reported  in Table
4.4. For PO P emission, there exists a m aximum difference of 114% for 5 — - 2 and the 
sm allest maximum difference of 5% occurs for 3 — ► 3. T he other m echanisms, for which 
the % variation have not been shown in Tables 4.3 and 4.4, have not been considered for 
analysis either because the scattering  rates were completely absent a t the source and were 
present a t the drain or because there was no variation in the scattering  rates between the 
source and the drain, th a t was substan tial.
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Figure 4.9: P O P  scattering rates as a function of energy for 1 to  1 absorption mechanism.
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Scattering from m th 
subband to m th subband
M axim um  difference in % 
between the source and the drain at 
the  sam e incident energy
1 — ► 1 24
2 — - 2 13
3 — - 3 10
4 ---- 4 109
5 —  5 24
Table 4.5: M aximum difference between the  source and the drain in the  scattering  ra te  for 
various AP in trasubband absorption and emission mechanisms.
4.3 A P  scattering m echanism
The in trasubband scattering ra te  for A P (via deform ation potential D) is determ ined for 
the m th subband using equation (3.29), for an  electron with initial wave vector, k0. The 
scattering  ra te  for various in trasubband  AP absorption and emission mechanisms are shown 
in Figures 4.40 through 4.49, respectively, for th e  three channel locations corresponding to  
Vg c  — +0.0  V, Vq c  — + 0 .3 F  and Vg c  — + 0.6V . Table 4.5 shows the m axim um  difference 
in the  ra tes for this scattering mechanism.
4 .3 .1  Q u alita tive  observations
T he scattering rates a t 300°K are two orders of m agnitude sm aller th an  th a t of the cor­
responding PO P scattering mechanisms. T he variation of ra te  with the  incident energy 
follows the  behavior sta ted  in [1].
As illustra ted  in Figures 4.40 through 4.49, the rates a t the drain end are smaller 
than  th a t  a t the source end for bo th  the  mechanisms. In these cases, the  difference between 
the scattering  rates between the source and the  drain does not decrease with the incident 
energy unlike the P O P  mechanisms. It can also be observed th a t as the incident energy
70
increases, the scattering rates for the  AP absorption mechanisms decrease whereas for AP 
emission, the scattering ra tes increase with increasing energy. Even though, the scattering 
rates in these cases show a wide variation along the channel, due to  their very low rates 
they do not influence the tran sp o rt properties significantly.
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Scattering from m th 
subband to  m ih subband
M aximum difference in % 
between the source and the drain at 
the same incident energy
1 — • 1 66
2 — v 2 98
3 — -3 30
5 — -5 133
Table 4.6: M aximum difference between the  source and the drain in the scattering ra te  for 
various in trasubband im purity  scattering  mechanisms.
4 . 4  Im purity scattering m echanism
The in trasubband scattering ra te  for the im purity  scattering mechanism is determ ined for 
the  m th subband using equation (3.36). Figures 4.50 through 4.54 show the difference 
in the scattering ra te  a t th ree locations along the  channel, for various subbands, due to  
ionized im purity scattering. Table 4.6 shows the m axim um  difference in the rates for various 
in trasubband transitions due to  ionized im purity  scattering.
4.4 .1  Q u a lita tive  observations
It can be observed th a t for th e  1 — > 1 im purity  scattering mechanism, the scattering 
rates, a t the channel location where Vq c  =  +0.3V , are higher than  the scattering rates 
a t the source or a t the drain. In the case of 2 — ► 2 im purity scattering m echanism, 
the scattering rates at the drain  are higher than  the scattering rates at the source and a 
maximum difference of 98% has been observed. For 3 — ► 3, 4 — > 4 and 5 — >■ 5 im purity 
scattering mechanisms, the scattering  rates a t the source end were found to  be g reater than 
the rates at the drain end. It has also been found th a t a  maximum difference of 133% 
was observed for scattering for the 5 — - 5 mechanism. This high difference is a ttrib u ted
to  scattering rates being very low or being alm ost absent for the channel locations where 
Vg c  =  +0.0V  and Vg c  — + 0 .3 F  and being of significant value for the o ther channel 
location, where Vgc — + 0 .6 F .
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4.5 D iscussion
From the d a ta  presented in Sections 4.2 to  4.4, it is clear th a t the  quantum  confinement 
and hence the scattering  rates for PO P, AP and im purity  scattering , significantly changes 
from the source to  the drain with the scattering ra te  a t the source usually being lower. 
The scattering rates for lower subbands (1 and 2) appears to  exhibit variations of less than 
98% for in trasubband and in tersubband mechanisms (a 98% variation occurring for the 
im purity scattering  mechanism from the  second to  the second subband). T he influence of 
such a  variation can introduce errors in th e  I-V characteristics. Also the  scattering  ra te  for 
Vgc = +0.3V  corresponding to  a  channel location in between the  source and the  drain, in 
m ost cases resembles the  source end ra tes suggesting th a t if one w ants to  approxim ate and 
use a  scattering  ra te  value along th e  entire channel, it is b e tte r  to  choose the  source value. 
Also in general, it is observed th a t  P O P  rates are three orders of m agnitude larger than 
the AP and im purity  scattering ra tes. Thus, one should definitely consider the variation 
of rates for P O P  from the source to  the drain, b u t the scattering ra te  variation along the 
channel for AP scattering  does not influence the I-V characteristics significantly.
For higher operating tem peratu res and voltages, higher subbands m ay be occupied 
in which case the variation in scattering  ra te  can be considerable, with some mechanisms 
being completely absent at the source, whereas they  may be present a t the drain. For 
lower tem peratures and low operating  voltages however, variations are introduced in the 
scattering ra te  from the source to  the drain, by including the quantum  confinement effect, 
as has been shown in the tables presented in Sections 4.2 to  4.4.
It is im portan t to  note a  lim itation  of this study. To invoke gradual channel ap­
proxim ation, the operating point is confined to  the ohmic region. 1-D Poisson is used to
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obtain E c profile and the Poisson-Schrodinger was not self-consistently solved. This will 
introduce errors into the results, which is believed to  influence the results quantitatively, 
bu t not qualitatively. To address this problem, realistic E c from Park et al [16], Ng et al
[15] and Ferry et al [5] were obtained and analyzed. B ut the conduction band edge versus 
position profile was found to  be unsuitable for the work.
As discussed in sections 4.2 and 4.4, the scattering  rates exhibit a wide variation 
along the channel for both the PO P, AP and im purity  mechanisms a t 300°K. For higher 
tem peratu re operations, and other operating conditions especially in the satura tion  regime, 
the variation can be m ore pronounced. U nfortunately, a  1-D Poisson solver such as the 
FISH1D cannot be employed for such conditions due to  inapplicability of gradual channel 
approxim ation.
The scattering rates directly determ ine the macroscopic tran sp o rt properties such 
as the  mobilities, the diffusion coefficients, the relaxation times and the energy dissipation 
param eters. A variation in the rates along the channel by a  range, as has been shown in 
Tables 4.3 to  4.6, can result in errors in the tran sp o rt param eters, which are employed in 
various models of a HEM T.
Chapter 5
CONCLUSION
Using the  Poisson solver (FISH 1D), the  1-D E c profile obtained for various points along 
the channel of the HEM T operating in the  linear region, clearly showed a variation in the 
quantum  well w idth from the source to  the drain. In this work, the  scattering rates for polar 
optical phonons (P O P ), acoustic phonons (A P) via deform ation potential and im purity 
scattering  have been studied theoretically as a function of the  incident energy of th e  electron 
and the position along the channel for a  Alo.37Gao.e3As/GaAs HEM T. A wide variation 
in scattering rates from the source to  the  drain for different scattering mechanisms was 
observed due to  varying degrees of quantum  confinement. Some in tersubband mechanisms 
which are absent a t the source, are present a t the drain due to  the variation in Eigen 
energy value separations. This results in huge differences in the scattering rates between 
the source and the  drain. These wide variations in the scattering rates will in troduce errors 
in the transport properties which, in tu rn , will influence the I-V characteristics significantly. 
These effects will become more pronounced in n-ON HEM Ts with a  large Vac  range with 
the device operating in the ohmic region or for devices operating in the sa tu ra tio n  regime.
9 0
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This study, thus shows th a t  the variation of quantum  confinement along the channel 
from the source to  the drain cannot be assum ed to  be the  same. It is observed th a t 
the tran sp o rt properties of the HEM T structu re  under consideration, are dependent on 
the position and not ju s t the electric field along the channel. It is also noted th a t the 
PO P  mechanism exhibits a  m aximum variation of 114% (the  largest m aximum variation 
occurring for the 5 — *• 2 emission mechanism) in the ra tes for both in trasubband and 
intersubband scattering m echanisms from the source to  the drain due to  varying degrees of 
quantum  confinement. The AP mechanism shows a  m axim um  variation of 109% (for the 4 
— ► 4 mechanism) and the scattering ra te  due to  im purity  scattering  presents a m aximum 
variation of 133% (for the 5 — ► 5 mechanism).
One of the shortcom ings of this work is th a t  our operating  point was chosen in the 
linear region. Several o ther factors such as real space transfer a t the drain end and hot 
electron effects have been neglected. In order to  choose an operating point in the satu ra tion  
region, one will need to  s ta r t  ou t with an accurate conduction band edge profile for the 
device under consideration . This can be accomplished by a  self-consistent solution of 
Schrodinger’s and Poisson’s equations. But even if the operating  point of the device were 
chosen to  be in the sa tu ra tion  region, one would expect variations in the scattering rates 
from the source to  the drain and the purpose of this work is to  bring to  light, this very 
fact.
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